
 

 

 

A meeting of the Executive Committee was held at Broadstreet RFC on Monday January 5th at 7 30pm. 

1:  PRESENT were Ian Roberts(IR)chairman, Howard Russell(HR), Dave Smith(DS), Dave Drabwel(DD)l, Roger 

Ainsley(RA), Ryan Smith(RS), Kim Challis(KS), Steve Savage(SS(PT). 

2:  APOLOGIES were received from Malcolm Murphy and Mike Hemming 

3:  Kim Challis, Warwickshire Disciplinary secretary attended to advise the meeting of issues surrounding the 

writing of disciplinary reports by referees. She tabled several examples of reports, which highlighted the points 

raised.  The matters were discussed and it was agreed that no reports should be sent to KC until after they had 

been seen by the Society’s disciplinary officer (within 24 hours of the match). After any observations had been 

notified to the referee his final report should be sent to KC (within 48 hours).  KC agreed to send some 

guidelines for filling in the form so they could be put on the web site. IR to speak with John Davies regarding 

the requirements of the Disciplinary Officer’s role.  It was agreed that SS should handle all Referee Abuse 

disciplinary actions. DD suggested that an internal report form could be prepared so that Advisors/coaches 

could report minor abuse incidents so the Exec were kept informed and that these issues could be tackled 

early before they got out of hand.  Form to be drafted. 

ACTIONS: IR/ KC/DD 

4:  A Society representative was required for the District Union Committee. RS said he knew someone who 

might agree to carrying out the role and would contact him. 

    ACTION: RS 

5:       It was agreed that Dave Drabwell would be co-opted as chairman of grading to fill the position caused by 

the resignation due to ill health of Trefor Jones.   

6:    The minutes of the October and November meetings were approved. On matters arising it was reported 

that as the Society has 5 sets of radios  RA was to source suitable belts 4 x XL, 3L, 3 M and 2 XXL. The new set 

bought by Richard Bonner needed a case and the radios need to be delivered to RA 

ACTION RA  

7:  HR said he was awaiting ideas re the new incentive scheme for this year which should include all advisors, 

mentors and coaches as well as referees. He was awaiting the criteria and time scale asap so it would give time 

for members to be able to achieve the requirements before the season’s end. Milestones would be 18 and 30 

games.  RA to progress with HR.  

ACTION: RA/HR 
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8:  The Chairman’s Report had been circulated in advance to all members of the Executive. In addition IR said 

he was concerned at the apparent lack of laws knowledge from some referees and said the grading committee 

would be considering asking all match officials to take the IRB on-line Laws exam. 

 

ACTION: GRADING COMMITTEE 

9: The Treasurer’s report had been circulated in advance.  HR said he had invoiced all treasurers who had 

invoices due amounting to £16.5K for the first six months. They were reminded that the Society now charged 

for all U16 games and any U15 games handled by a senior referee. Where U16 games were done by YWs the 

fees were credited to the YW account.  He would thank clubs and schools for their support of the YW scheme. 

SS was to report to the WRFU specifically on matters achieved relating to the PFR. PT had been asked to follow 

up on YWs who had not paid subscriptions.  DS to do a complete audit of the YW database to date. It was 

reported that 22 referees had been on exchange to 42 out-of-county game. Nine out of 36 incoming exchange 

referees had not needed advisors, freeing them up for Warwickshire matches. 

ACTIONS: HR/RA/DS/SS 

10: Recruitment: RA advised that he had personally delivered posters to many clubs regarding the forthcoming 

Level 2 course at Barker Butts on January 25 and February 1.  So far 16 candidates had registered their details 

were not known as the RFU controlled the registration for open courses. WSOR reps to attend the final day to 

speak to delegates about the benefits of joining the Society. 

11: The report of the grading committee had been circulated previously. A discussion took place on a change 

to the procedures for re-grading. An amendment was agreed by the Exec after discussion and DD to send out 

confirmed procedure.  A grading meeting was to be held on Thursday 8 January and it was agreed that the 

Exec should be sent details of any decision made promptly by e-mail so they could be ratified in time for them 

to be announced at the open meeting on January 26. PT suggested that the practice of presenting a certificate 

could be resumed.  It was stressed that referees’ potential included not only on field performance but also 

attendance at meetings, training sessions, fitness etc. 

ACTIONS: DD 

12: DS reviewed the appointments and said that mentors were being sent with all U18 referees or to named 

club/school representative who had agreed to this role in the event of the Society not being able to appoint. 

The Madrid exchange was discussed and names are to be put forward on who might be invited to go this year. 

Appointments for the semi-finals and finals of the Colts Cup and Warwickshire Cup/Shield were discussed and 

approved. 

13:  The minutes of the T&D committee had been circulated previously. A discussion on a confidential matter 

in the report was discussed. 

14: Any Other Business: It was agreed to hold a raffle to support Cancer Research at the January meeting 

addressed by James Clarke, who was also doing the Dryathalon in support of this charity. 

15:  The February meeting would be held on February 16th at Broadstreet at 7 30pm. The agenda would consist 

of Grading, Appointments and Training and Development matters and the integration of same.  

The meeting closed at 10.10pm 
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